Lattice crawLer cranes
Range brochure
metric / imperial

RELIABLE
LIFTING
POWER
HC 80
HC 110-1
HC 165
HC 230
HC 285

DELIVERING
SUCCESS
Reliable, cost-effective and easy to operate, Terex
crawler cranes are the ideal choice for your heavier
lifts. Offering a wide variety of lifting capacities from
72 t (80 US t) to 258 t (285 US t), Terex crawler cranes
are easy to transport, quickly rigged and measure up
to our rigurous standards for safety and efficiency.
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Crane Specifications
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READY TO WORK
WHERE YOU NEED
THE JOB DONE
From Canadian cold to Equatorial heat, Terex
crawler cranes meet the challenge of rugged
jobsite conditions.

Reliable heat and air conditioning for operator
comfort in nearly all climate conditions
Rated to work in environments from -20°F to 120°F
Additional cold weather packages available
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HOIST
UP REVENUE
Your investment in Terex crawler cranes pays off
in many ways. First, of course, is the crane’s ability
to do the job efficiently and effectively. But the value
of Terex crawler cranes doesn’t stop there.
Quick setup lets you get to work –
and get more work done – quickly
Self-erecting features reduce assembly time
and the need for an assist crane
Easy maintenance access and built-in safety
features increase uptime
Quality components and manufacturing help
provide reliable service
Ergonomic cabs provide the comfort required
for long hours on the job
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TEREX CRANES
DELIVER FOR YOU
The control you need

The right crane for the job

While Terex crawler cranes handle complex jobs,
the control system keeps the work simple.
The comfortable cabin is ergonomically designed,
from the adjustable seats to having all controls
within easy reach. The control elements can be
configured for the preferences of the operator.

The versatility of Terex crawler cranes starts with
the wide range of models available. From there,
the modular design gives you the flexibility to adapt
the crane for your project’s specific needs.
Many possible configurations
Modules save money by not requiring the purchase
of additional boom systems
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long-term roi
Just as Terex crawler cranes deliver immediate returns
through transportation savings and quick setup, they also
deliver an outstanding return on your investment over the
long haul. The rugged construction, corrosion-resistant
coating and easy-access maintenance reduce downtime
and keep your crane in service, and the safety features
help ensure that time on the job remains time on the job.
For business value, depend on Terex crawler cranes.
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at terex cranes,
we’re there to
keep you working
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Tech
Support

Parts

terex cranes works 24/7
So you can too.

maintain peak performance
Maintain uptime and
support your business.

Product Support
Get a team of people who are invested in your success. We’ve assembled a
comprehensive array of world-class support services with your business in
mind. From our 24/7 customer service to keep you up and running day and
night; to original Terex parts, critical to maintaining peak performance; to expert,
responsive maintenance and repair service; and even training for your staff.

Warranty

Training

PROTECTING YOUR INVESTMENT
Covered by a fully 2 year
factory warranty.*

Let our crane experts show you how to
get the most from your equipment.

increase your productivity

* Two year factory warranty valid only on new 2016 model year Terex rough terrain, crawler, truck, and boom truck (fully assembled) cranes assembled in the USA. Warrantable repairs exclude any
downtime caused by damage to or misuse of the crane. Full Terex Cranes standard warranty terms and condition apply. Two year factory warranty program may be changed or terminated at any time.
Please contact Terex Cranes or your local Terex Cranes distributor for details, or visit www.terex.com/cranes.
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priority
on safety
Product Safety
Safety is paramount at Terex. It’s everyone’s business at our company to design, engineer and manufacture products
that meet the highest safety standards so that your equipment operators – and everyone on a jobsite – can go to
work feeling safe and secure.

PROTECTIVE MEASURES: We create supplemental
safety systems that further reduce risk.
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financial services
designed with you
in mind
Terex Financial Services™
Your daily business is lifing. Ours is to support you
with the financial flexibility and security that the
ever-dynamic crane business requires.

Financial
Services
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Your contact information

Terex Cranes

Global Marketing

c/o
Terex Cranes Germany GmbH
Dinglerstraße 24
66482 Zweibrücken
Germany
Tel. + 49 (0) 6332 830
E-mail info.cranes@terex.com

Contact us to learn
how we can work for you.

www.terex.com/cranes
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are for illustrative purposes only. Refer to the appropriate Operator’s Manual for instructions on the proper use of this equipment. Failure to follow the
corresponding Operator’s Manual when using our equipment or to otherwise act responsibly may result in serious injury or death. The only warranty
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